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1 Introduction 

Several nonlinear phenomena in physics, modelled by the nonlinear differential 
equations, can describe also the evolution of surfaces in time. The interaction 
between differential geometry of surfaces and nonlinear differential equations has 
been studied since the 19th century. This relationship is based on the fact that 
most of the local properties of surfaces are expressed in terms of nonlinear dif
ferential equations. Since the famous sine-Gordon and Liouville equations, the 
interrelation between nonlinear differential equations of the classical differential 
geometry of surfaces and modern soliton equations has been studied from vari
ous points of view in numerous papers. In particular, the relationship between 
deformations of surfaces and integrable systems in 2+1 dimensions was studied 
by several authors [1-14, 27-28, 30]. 

The Self-Dual Yang - Mills equation (SDYME) is a famous example of nonlin
ear differential equations in four dimensions integrable by the inverse scattering 
method [16]-[17]. Ward conjectured that all integrable (1+1)-dimensional n011

linear differential equations m?-y be obtaineq. from SDYME by reduction [18] (see 
the book [19] and references 'therein). 'More recently, many soliton equations in 
2+1 dimensions have been found as reductions of the SDYME [20]-[2;>]. 

In this paper we study the deformation of surfaces in the context of its con
nection with integrable systems in 2+1 and 3+1 dimensions. We show that many 
integrable (2+1 )-dimensional nonlinear differential equations can be obt.ailled 
from the deformed or (2+1)-dimensional Gauss - Mainardi Codazzi equation 
(GMCE) describing the deformation (motion) of the 'shrface, as exact particular 
cases. At the same time, integrable isotropic spin systems in 2+1 dimensions are 
exact reductions of the (2+1)-dimensional or, in other words, deformed Gauss 

Weingarten equation (GWE).' Also we show that the deformed GMCE is the 
exact reduction of two famous multidimensiomil integrable system, namely, the 
Yang Mills Higgs - Bogomolny equation and the SDYME:' 



2 Fundamental facts on the theory of surfaces 

Let us C()nsicier a smooth surface in R3 with local coordinates x and t, where r(x, t) 
is a position yector. The first and second fundamental forms of this surface are 
gi\'en by 

I = dr2 = Edx2 + 2Fdxdt + Gdt2 
, (la) 

II =dr· n = Ldx2 + 2Mdxdt + Ndt 2
, (lb) 

where by definition 
E = r;, F = r x . rt, G = r;, 

L = rxx . n. iv[ = rtx . n, N = rtt • n. 

The unit normal vector n to the surface is given by 

There exists the third fundamental form 

I I I dn . dn = edx2 + 2fdxdt + gdtz. (2) 

This form, in contrast to II, does not depend on the choice of n and contains 
no new information, since it is expressible in terms of I and II as 

I I 1== 2H . I I - I< . f, (3) 

where I<, H are the gaussian and mean curvatures, respectively. As is well known 
in surface theory, the GWE for surface can be written as 

(4a) 

r.:r;t = r!2r.:r; + ri2rt + Mn, (4b) 

rtt = r~2r.:r; + ri2rt + Nn, (4c) 

n.:r; = pI1rx + pirt, (4d) 

ht = Pir.:r; + pirt, (4e) 

where 
r l _ GE.:r; - 2FF.:r; + FEt r2 _ 2EF.:r; - EEt - FEx 

II - 2g , 11 - 2g , 

_ GEt - FGx _ EG.:r;-FEtr 1 r 2 
12 - 2g , 12 - 2g , 

r 1 _ 2GFt - GG.:r; - FGt r 2 _ EGt - 2FFt + FG.:r; 
(5)

22 - 2g , 22 - 29 ' 
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MF-LG p2 _ LF -l\1[EpI
I I - 9 ,

9 

l_NF-MG p 2 MF- NE
P2 - , 2 

9 9 

Here 
9 = EG F2. 

Now we introduce the orthogonal basis as 

n , 

Hence 

rt = ~el {fe3' . 
Then the GWE takes the form 

(60) 

(6b) 

where 

(7a) 

(7b) 

and 
L 

and 
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W2 = :r~2' 
M 

W3 = .fE' 
Here K n , Kg, Tg are called the normal curvature, geodesic curvature and geodesic 
torsion, respectively. In the case 

0'=0 

the first equation of this GWE coincides in fact with the Frenet equation for 
the curves, So, all that we are doing in the next sections is true for the motion 
(deformation) of curves when 0' O. 

The compatibility condition for the GWE (6) gives the GMCE as 

At ex + [A, Gl= 0, (8) 

or in elements 
(9a) 
(9b) 

(9c) 

We can reformulate the linear system (6) in 2 x 2 matrix form as 

t/Jx = Ut/J, 

'tjJt = F'tjJ, 

where 

Deformation of surfaces 

Now we would like to consider the q,eformation of the surface with respect to y, 
We postulate that such deformation or motion of the surface is governed by the 
system 

(lOa)' 
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( lOb) 

(IOc) 

where 

(11 ) 

and Ii are real functions. The system (10) will be called the deformed or (2+ 1)
dimensional GWE. We remark that first and third equations of the system (10) 
are the equations (6) and A, C coincide with formulas (7). The compatibility 
conditions of the deformed GWE (10) gives the deformed or (2+1)-dimensional 
GMCE of the form 

At ...c.. Cx + [A~C] 0, (12a) 


Ay - Bx + [A, 8] = 0, (12b) 


Bt - Cy + [B, C] = o. (12c) 


As we see, equation (12a) is in fact theGMCE (8). This factt'xplains why we call 

(12) the deformed GMCE. The linear problem (Lax representation) associated 
with the system (12) can be written as, 

\liz = A2\l1.f.+ (F- - A2F+)\lI, (13a) 

\lit = -iA\liz + (C + iAF+)\lI, (I~Jb ) 

where 
F± = A ± iB~ 

z~(x + i~), 

z = ~(x ,- iy). 

So we can confirlll that the deformed GMCE (12) is a candidate to be integrable 
in the sense that for it there exists the Lax representation with the spectral 
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parameter (1:3). Higher hierarchy of the def9rmed GMCE (12) can be obtained 
as fhe compatibility" condition of the linear system 

(14a) 

Wt ~ -iA:tlWz + L
m 

AjpdW. (14b) 
j=O 

4 	 Deformation of 'surfaces ;induced by (2+1)
dimensional integrable -systems 

In this section we would like to attract your ~ttention to some aspects of the 
relation between the deforrl-tation of surfaces arid integrable systems in 2+1 di
menslOns. 

" 

4.1 	 Integrable systems in 2+1 dimensions and the de
formed GMCE 

Our first observation is that sQme i!llPorta:pt int~grable systems in 2+1 dimen
sions are particular reductions of equations (12). In fact, the well-known (2+1)
dimensional integrable systetns such as :the Kadomtsev Petviashvili equation, 
the Davey - Stewartson equation ~nd so on, can be' obtained from the deformed 
GMCE (2) as some reductions. We support this statement by pre~eriting some 
(~xamples. 

Example 1. The Dav~y - Stewartson Ii equation. Let the matrices A, B, C 
in the equations (12) have the fpllowing form, 

;;:::\ 1 _ + 1 _ 
A = v 2tA0"3 + vl2QO" + vl2QO" , 

_ iA' 1_ + 1 _
B - - /00"3 + /OqO" + r.:;qO" , (15b)

v2 v 2 v 2 

(15c) 

. l,' 
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where we used the isomorphism 80(3) .5u(2) to write the matrices ii, B, C ill 
2 x 2 form, 

Substituting (15) into the system (12) after some algebra we get the Davey 
Stewartsol1 II equation [24J . 

(16a) 

+ 2( )y = O. 

Example 2. The J(adomtsev Pelviashvili equation. 
case when 

T = a WI = W2 = 11 = 12 = 0.' 

Then the matrices A, B,C take the form 

Kow 

( 16b) 

we consider the 

A=( 0 

-"" 
h )o ' (i7a) 

B ( 0 
/3 )-,3 o 

c=( 0 
W3 ) 

-':"):3 o 
Substituting thes(' ('xprPssiolis illto ( 12) we get 

. 

. 

(l7b) 

(17c) 

(ISa) 

H/ """:\./" 

Now we assume that the rllllc1ioll "'-";\ has the form 

( ISb) 

(J8c) 

(19) 

Hence and from (Uk) w('obtaiu 

(20a) 

or 

(Kt + 6K"":I.' + ""XXJ:)x + :3c?""yy 

It is the famous Kadomtsev Petviashvili equation. 

= O. 

(20b) 

(21) 
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Example 3. The Lame equation. Now we consider the case when the matrices 
A, B, C take the form (see, e. g. the Ref. [26]) 

(0 -P2I -~l )
A = 	 /321 0 o , (22a) 

/331 0 0 

-~12 /312 
B = ( 0 -~32 ) , 	 (22b) 

/332 

= ( 0 0 
0 P13 ) (22c)C 0 /3~3 . 

. -/313 -/323 
In this case, the (2+1)-dimensional GMCE (12) takes the form 

(23a) 

(23b) 

where 

It is the Lame equation, integrability of which was proved by V. E. Zakharov in 
[2]. 

So we have presented three examples of integrable equations in 2+1 dimen
sions which are the particular reductions of the deformed GMCE (12). 

4.2 	 Integrable spin systems in 2+1 dimensions and the 
deformed GWE 

Now let us consider the relation between integrable spin systems in 2+1 di
mensions and the deformed GWE (10). Our second observation is that many 
integrable isotropic spin systems in 2+1 dimensions are particular reductions of 
equations (10). We support this statement by citing two examples. 

Example 4. The M-/ equation. First, we consider the M-I equation which 
reads as 

St = (S /\ Sy + uS)x, 	 (24a) 

U x = -S . (Sx /\ Sy) 	 (24b) 
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and which is integrable (see, e. g. Refs. [9, 13]). In this case we take the 
identification 

where S is the solution of the M-I equation (24) and 

e~ K,2 + 0-
2 S~. 

Then the M -I equation (24) becomes 

(26a) 

(26b) 

Now let us assume 
T fx, 

11 = fy + U, 

WI ft + a;1(o-W3 - K,W2), (27) 

W2 -/3x - 12T + 1.to-, 

W3 = 12x - 13T + UK" 

where f(x, y, t, >..) is a real function. Taking into account the formulas (27) and 
after eliminating the vectors e2 and e3, the system (10) takes the form (26). 
This means that the M-I equation (24) is the particular exact reduction of the 
(2+1)-dimensional GWE (10) with the choice (27). 

Example 5. The Ishimori equation. Now we assume that the functions li,Wi 

are given by the formulas 
1 

T = fx + 2"uy, 

1 
II = fy + (28) 

WI = ft + ax 
-1 

(2"
1Uyt + o-W3 - K,W2), 

where as in the previous case, f(x, y, t, >..) is a real function. Using these expres
sions and doing as for the M-I equation, i. e., eliminating the vectors e2, e3 from 
the system (10), we obtain the following equation for the unit vector el 

(29a) 

a 2u yy - Uxx 2a2el· (el x 1\ ely). (29b) 

1\1'1.<'1" the identification (25), the equation (29) takes the form 

(30a) 
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(30b) 

that is. the Ishimori equation So we have shown that the M-I and Ishimori 
are the particular reduction~ of the deformed eWE (10). Similarly, we 

can 5hO\\· that the other isotropic spin systems in 2+ 1 dimensions are the exact 
reductions of the system (10) at least for existing known integrable isotropic 
(2+ 1 spin systems .. 

4.3 	 Integrable spin systems in 2+1 dimensions as exact 
reductions of the M-O equation 

Now let us consider the (2+ 1 )-dimensional isotropic M-O equation (about our 
notations, see, e.g., [1:3-1.3]; [:n-32]) 

(31a) 

Ty Ilx= el . (el x 1\ ely), 	 (31b) 

which sometimes we write in terms of S as 

St = OlSx + 02SYl 	 (32a) 

Ty Ilx = S· (S.r 1\ Sy), 	 (32b) 

where OJ are some real functions. We note that· many integrable isotropic spin 
systems in 2+ 1 dimensions are particular reductions of the (2+ 1)-dimensional 
isotropic M-O equation (31), (32). For example, the M-I equation (24) is the 
particular case of (32) as 

(33a) 
1'0/'(2 (7,3 

'_ Wz'" - W3(7
O2 -	 (33b)"',2 - (7,3 

if) 



5 	 The {2+1)-dimensional GMCE as exact re
duction of the Yang - Mills - Higgs - Bogo
molny equation 

One of the most interesting and important integrable equations in 2+ 1 dimensions 
is the following Yang - Mills - Higgs"" Bogomolnyequation [19] 

<I>y + [<I>,B] + Cx ~ At + [C,A] 0, 	 (34a) 

<I>t+[<I>,C]+Ay :Bx+[A,B]=O, 	 (34b) 

<I>x + [<I>, A] + Bt - Cy + [B, C] = O. 	 (34c) 

The third important observation is that the deformed GMCE (12) is the partic
ular case of the equation (34). In fact, if in the Yang - Mills - Higgs - Bogomolny 
equation we put . 

([>=0 

then it becomes the deformed OMCE ,(12). So ~ve can suggest that the deformed 
GM"CE is a candidate to be j~tegrable as the exact reduction of the integrable 
equation (34). . 

6 	 The (2+1)-dimensional GCME as exact re
duction of the SDYME 

Now we study the relat.iollship Iwt,'W('CII til(' (1('("ortlH'(i (:l\ICE (12) and t.he SIlYI\[E. 
The SDYME reads as[2,~)l .. 

/-:11' :;::* '-:11/' ..' (~~5) 

where * is the Hodge st.ar olwra1.or and t.ll(' Yang Mills field (kfiJlC'd as 

Let 
\ i 

Xa =:; it, 

J:{1 = ;v + iy, 

Xjj = x - iy 

11 
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be the null-coordinates in the Euclidean space for which the metric has the form 

ds 2 = dxodxo +,dx(JdxiJ· 

Now the SDYME takes the form [16-17,19] 

Fo(J 0, (36a) 

FoiJ = 0, (36b) 

Foo + F(JiJ = 0, (36c) 

where 
Ao = Az + iAt , 

Ao = A.?: - iAt, 

A,6 = Ax + iAy, 

A,a = Ax - iAy. 

The associated linear system is [19] 

(00 + AOiJ)\II = (Aa + AA,a) \II, (37a) 

(0,6 - AOo)\II = (A,6 - AAo)\II, (37b), 

where A is the spectral parameter and 

o 0 ,0-, --z-,~= 
aXa oz ot 
o 0 ,0
-=-+2-,
OXo (')z ot 
o f),;o
-=--Z-,
OX(J OX' oy , 
o 0 ,0
-=-+t-.
aXiJ ax ay 

Our fourth observation: the deformed GMCE (12) isthe partiCular reduction 
of the SDYME (36). In fact, we consider the following reduction of the SDYME 

Aa = ":"'iC, (38a) 

Ao = iC, (38b) 

A!3 = A - iB, (38c) 

AiJ = A + iB, (38d) 

and assume that A, B, C E so(3) and independent of z. In this case, from 
the SDYME (36) we obtain the (2+1)-dimensional GMCE (12) in the Euclidean 
coordinates. .., 
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7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have considered some deformations or, in other terminology. 
motions of surfaces. We have shown that the corresponding deformed G:\ICE is 
integrable in the sense that the associated linear problem (Lax representation) 
exists with the spectral parameter. We demonstrated that several important in
tegrable systems in 2+1 dimensions, such as the Davey - Stewartson II. Kadom
stev - Petviashvili and Lame equa.tions are some exact reduct ions of t he deformed 
GMCE. Although, all known integrable (2+1)-dimellsional isotropic spin systems 
can. be obtained from the deformed GMCE, we have showed that such spin s~'s
terns can be obtained also from the deformed GWE as exact reductions. 'riIlall~·. 
we proved that the deformed GMCE is the particular case of two famous in
tegrable systems, namely, the Yang - Mills - Higgs - BogomolllY equation and 
SDYME. It goes in favour of integrability of the deformed GMCE. 
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CepHK6aeB H. C. H JJ,p. E2-2003-172 
CaMOJJ,YarIhHOe ypaBHeHHe 51Hra-MHnnca H JJ,ecpOpMaUlUl 
IIOBepXHOCTeii 

TIOKa3aHO, qTO MHorne (2 + I)-MepHhIe HHTerpHpyeMhle CHCTeMhI H CIIHHOBhIe 
CHCTeMhI MOryI' 6hITh IIonyqeHhI H3 (2 + I)-MepHoro ypaBHeHIDI raycca-MaiiHap
JJ,H-KoJJ,aUUH (YrMK) H ypaBHeHRSI raycca-BeHHrapTeHa COOTBeTCTBeHHO. TaK)Ke 
IIOKa3aHO, qTO (2 + I)-MepHoe YrMK, OIIHChIBaJOIllee JJ,ecpopMauHIO (JJ,BH)KeHHe) 
IIoBepxHocTeH, .SIBn.SleTC.SI TOqHOii peJJ,YKUHeH ypaBHeHH.SI 51Hra-MHnnca-XHITca
DoroMonhHoro H caMoJJ,YarIhHoro ypaBHeHH.SI 51Hra-MHJ1J1ca. Ha OCHOBe :noro Ha
6nlOJJ,eHIDI JJ,enaeTC.SI rrpeJJ,rronO)KeHHe, qTO 3TO YrMK .SIBJ1.S1eTC.SI KaHJJ.HJJ.aTOM 6hITh 
HHTerpHpyeMhIM. TIpHBeJJ,eHa cooTBeTcTB}'IOIIla.Sl nHHeHHa.SI 3aJJ,aqa (rrpeJJ,cTaBneHHe 
JIaKca) co CrreKTparIhHhIM IIapaMeTpoM. 

Pa60Ta BhlIIonHeHa B JIa60paTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH cpH3HKH HM. H. H. DOro
nlO60Ba OH5II1. 

Coo6meHHe 06'be.nHHeHHoro HHCTHTyra jJJlepHLIX Hccne.nOBaHHH. lly6Ha, 2003 

TIepeBOJJ, aBTopOB 

Serikbaev N. S. et al. E2-2003-172 
Self-Dual Yang-Mills Equation and Deformation of Surfaces 

We show that many integrable systems and integrable spin systems in 2 + I di
mensions can be obtained from the (2 + I)-dimensional Gauss-Mainardi-Codazzi 
and Gauss-Weingarten equations, respectively. We also show that the (2 + I)-di
mensional Gauss-Mainardi-Codazzi equation which describes the deformation 
(motion) of surfaces is the exact reduction of the Yang-Mills-Higgs-Bogomolny 
and self-dual Yang-Mills equations. On the basis of this observation, we suggest 
that the (2 + I)-dimensional Gauss-Mainardi-Codazzi equation is a candidate to be 
integrable, and the associated linear problem (Lax representation) with the spectral 
parameter is presented. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theo
retical Physics, lINR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna. 2003 
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